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are absolutely against such gifts and are also about to rigorously eliminate the old sinecures.  
Mr S....’s philosophy is not to give any gifts in advance in order to avoid any possible difficulties.  
If there is any threat of a fine, so-called conditioned cases, he is, however prepared to take care 
of this by giving a gift.” 

The scale of bribery practices by Danzer Group's employees in Africa is not fully known and 
requires further investigation. However, for IFO (RC) - the subsidiary with seemingly the most 
stringent approach to bribery – an attachment to the travel report by Mr. Giger estimates 
possible annual savings of around €50,000 from cutting back on “frais de mission which up to 
now have been mostly paid from force of habit.” 

The way “gifts” are used is explained by Giger’s report in a reference to one of Danzer’s 
Cameroon subsidiaries, CCIB. According to Giger, the tax authority in Cameroon insists 
on a “fiscal control”, which he urgently tries to avoid, as there apparently have been 
“undeclared exports of IHC [Interholco] via Alima F.”17 Giger casually notes: “Mr. F…. is 
trying to resolve this matter with FRF 20-30,000 [around €3000-4500].” 

17 Exploitation Forestière Alima 
Ferdinand (A.F.) is a Cameroonian 
logging company, based in 
Yaoundé. 

18 Forests Monitor 2001; DEG 2003

MMG logs marked "ARB-288" 
imported into Germany by 
Interholco, Nordenham, 2000 
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Illegally logged timber from MMG, 
traded by Interholco (IHC) with 
marking “ARB-288” partially 
erased to hide true origin, Port 
of Kribi, 2000. From Auzel et al 
(2002a).

Extract from "Travel report of 03.04.-14.04.03 to Cotraco, Siforco, IFO, LCC", by René Giger, one of the executive 
directors of the Danzer Group subsidiary Interholco AG, Switzerland.

In another section, Giger discusses a tax demand, including fines, for €360 million against 
SIFORCO in DRC. Whilst the Danzer Group declared timber deliveries from IFO, in 
neighbouring Republic of Congo, to SIFORCO as tax-free transit business, the state of DRC 
now claims this to be a taxable import/export activity. On the advice of a local tax advisor, 
Giger suggests that the demand is due to “rivalry between the authorities“ and claims that the 
“whole matter was instigated by a dismissed employee“. To solve this problem Giger states “It is 
calculated that a maximum of US$ 50,000 will be needed to get this whole thing off the table”. 

SIFORCO was founded in 1976 as a joint venture between the Danzer Group and  
the German governmental development agency DEG (Deutsche Investitions- und  
Ent-wick-lungs-ge-sell-schaft). Although today it is fully owned by the Danzer Group,  
it is still financially supported by DEG.18
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Danzer Group finances illegal loggers
In Cameroon, Interholco purchases logs and timber from the logging company Mba Mba 
Georges (MMG), with which it has a close financial partnership. Through loans to MMG, 
Interholco seems to have secured exclusive marketing rights for all MMG products. MMG 
has only recently become active in Cameroon, and has a sawmill in the south west of the 
country, near the port of Kribi. In 2000, MMG was involved in illegal logging on a massive 
scale. It was documented as being active outside the limits of one of its authorised logging 
areas. Indeed, MMG logged 1,000 hectares of an area planned for a community forest, with 
the local population incurring enormous damage. It used the marking “ARB-288”, assigned 
for another logging permit, on the trees felled, and in the same year, Greenpeace detected 
these very same logs at the German port of Nordenham – imported by Interholco.

While this case of illegal logging by MMG has been well documented in several reports,19 
the company has never been fined for these infractions. On the contrary, despite the 
Cameroonian Ministry of Environment and Forestry (MINEF) 2000 criteria for new 
concession awards, which define such infractions as “grounds for disqualification”20 [from 
auctions], MMG won the 125,568 hectare concession UFA 00-003 in July 2000, only a 
month after its illegal logging was documented by officials of MINEF. The value of the 
timber stolen by MMG is estimated to be almost FCFA 700 million (over €1 million).21 

In a letter dated 29 September, 2003 to Greenpeace, Switzerland, IHC (part of Danzer Group) 
stated: “Interholco of course rejects any business with companies involved in illegal logging. Such 
activities, however, have to be proven or there must at least be clear indications.  
To our knowledge, this is not the case for MMG.” 
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19 Auzel et.al. (2002a); MINEF (200a); 
MINEF (2000c); Global Witness 
(2001b)

20 MINEF (2000a)
21 Auzel et.al. (2002a)

OTC logs traded by Interholco 
(IHC), Greece, December, 2001
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ILC logs imported into Germany 
by Interholco (IHC), Nordenham, 
June 2002. © Greenpeace
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